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Abstract 
Response burden has long been a concern for survey organizations. It grew into a more 

urgent matter as business working time became more precious with global competition, 

pressures on achieving higher productivity, spreading of lean approaches to eliminate any 

“waste” activity etc. Voluntary business surveys request and many government business 

surveys simply require businesses to dedicate some of this time to questionnaire’s 

completion. 

 

Businesses have been loudly questioning the need to provide data to survey organizations, 

especially because of existence of alternative data sources, growing demand for data as 

well as lack of convincing explanations about the necessity of participation and usefulness 

of resulting statistics. 

 

This introductory overview lecture first introduced the concept of response burden that 

may refer to the time needed for a survey response, the costs associated with such a 

response (both found under the expression actual response burden) or the feeling 

experienced when faced with a survey (also known as perceived response burden).  

 

The lecture then explained the relevance of response burden, and challenges of its 

operationalisation and measurement (Bavdaž et al., 2015). The measurement of response 

burden is not straightforward because it has to deal with complex relations among people 

participating in the response process (Bavdaž, 2010) and intricate context in which the 

survey is set from its conception to its outcome (Haraldsen et al., 2013). 

 

The lecture reviewed common approaches to measuring response burden and noted survey 

questions recommended for burden measurement (Dale & Haraldsen, 2007). The 

presentation of burden-reduction actions and the current state of affairs in national 

statistical institutes was based on the not so up-to-date, but still the latest available 

international comparison, a survey of 41 NSIs from 39 (mainly European) countries in the 

period 2006-2010 conducted in the framework of the BLUE-ETS project (Bavdaž et al., 

2015). 

 

Finally, gaps in present knowledge and open issues about response burden were exposed, 

among them exact impact of response burden on data quality, real causes and the most 

relevant factors of response burden, relation between actual and perceived burden, 

heterogeneity among businesses (also within size classes), effects and efficiency of burden-

reduction actions etc. 
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